The role of Media building Post 2015 Urban Resilience by Ms. Margarita Pacheco

Media and social networks spread daily fragmented news about dramatic displacement of population and ecological depletion in different regions and cities of the world, while COP 21 and Post 2015 negotiations are under way. Millions of people are victims of internal conflicts, illegal human traffic, political corruption, confronting unpreparedness to climate changes and natural and manmade disasters. The situation is hurting their health, lack of food and other unpredictable daily facts. Responsible Post 2015 media strategies will be necessary to explain these global changes, alerting public opinion and urging decision makers to offer generous solutions to the current humanitarian crisis.

Local governments and media have a key solidarity role to play and thus a multi-threat approach needs to be integrated into territorial planning to formulate sectorial policies, to build citizens’ resilience and to monitor awareness for prompt and efficient responses.

COP 21 and Habitat II preparatory negotiations will have to include proposals and concrete strategies to reduce CO2 emissions and options to relocate millions of urban and rural displaced and refugee people, coming from a variety of cultures, beliefs and ethnical origins, in search for safer places to live. This becomes an opportunity for our civilization to review urban development expansion trends, population concentration patterns and relocation of vulnerable population in national ecological contexts.

Displaced people destiny is in the hands of politicians and powerful decision makers, who have to prove their openness to solidarity, human rights and climate justice, while combating corruption and greed. Media should play a strong role influencing and monitoring solutions, analyzing obstacles and progress made, playing a significant role building community resilience while informing on a new urban agenda for immigrants and their adaptation to inclusive urban settings.

Local authorities, media and civil society organizations have the responsibility in influencing urban global changes to be discussed in COP 21, urging general public opinion to pressure elected mayors and city councils and national governments diplomats, to take action beyond political parties’ priorities. The humanitarian and ecological crisis has no political color and should not be manipulated for votes or to sustain long-term power representatives. The role of independent media and social networks is central for a better understanding of these multi-causality factors generating the current global, regional and local socio-ecological crisis.

In this context, media should urge for new commitments from a variety of stakeholders, including the United Nations System and financial institutions, to focus on reducing social tensions, reducing inequalities and promote clean energy solutions in new postmodern urban agenda. Integration of Displaced Population policies and socio-ecological urbanization patterns are necessary to building community resilience in due timing.

In this context, urban strategies for short and medium term need to be re-evaluated, to make Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) implementation and Post 2015 a realistic matter.

In the current Global and City Change process, media is central in informing, educating, promoting public debates, and stirring-up a multi-threat approach to better understand reality. Media is also influencing behaviors to induce citizen’s rational on the use of water, clean energies, telecommunications to care for more for healthier individual consumption. Media should become a strong tool for building resilience.

National and Local Authorities are under pressure of media and social networks led by young citizens and social organizations. Media is thus playing a role in building resilience and prevention schemes for the urban Post 2015 Development Agenda.

Statement of Cooperation between UN-Habitat, CRPP and RECNET

On May 12th, 2015, the International Association for Recycling Cities Network (RECNET), The Institute for Risk Management and Climate Change (IDIGER), and the United Nations Human Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat) signed a Statement of Cooperation.

Dan Lewis, Chief, Urban Risk Reduction and Resilience Unit from UN-Habitat and Nicolla Tollin, President of RECNET, formalized the Agreement, signed previously by the Director of IDIGER, Javier Pava, which aims to enhance global efforts to reinforce local governments capacity to positively influence international agendas on climate change and disaster risk reduction, and promote transition toward sustainable and resilient cities.

This Agreement directly supports the framework of the Letter of Intent signed by the Executive Director of UN Habitat, Dr Joan Clos, and Sr. Gustavo Petro, the Mayor of Bogotá, on 13 June 2012.

For enquiries on the City Resilience Profiling Programme and the Urban Resilience Institute please contact Dan Lewis, Chief, Urban Risk Reduction Unit: dan.lewis@unhabitat.org

This information brochure summarizes key aspects of UN-Habitat’s new programme producing measurable indicators for urban government resilience planning.

For inquiries on the City Resilience Profiling Programme and the Urban Resilience Institute please contact Dan Lewis, Chief, Urban Risk Reduction Unit: dan.lewis@unhabitat.org
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Urban October

Launched in 2014, Urban October is a platform where individuals, organizations, cities and governments can engage in activities to address challenges and discuss solutions to urbanization at municipal, national and regional levels. The World Habitat Day celebrated on 5 October under the theme Public Spaces for All opened the Urban October an entire month of celebrations, events and activities with the aim to raise awareness, promote participation, generate knowledge and engage the international agenda towards a New Urban Agenda.

World Cities Day with the theme Designed to live together promoting togetherness and harmony and making our cities and neighbourhoods inclusive and livable closed this period of celebration. This year, the Urban October was partnering with the United Nations campaign Time for Global Action on the implementation of the Post-2015 Development Agenda.

Joint Work Programme (JWP) on Resilient Cities

The new partnership between the Medellin Collaboration on Urban Resilience (MCUR) and the Cities Alliance (CA) Joint Work Programme (JWP) on Resilient Cities will produce an online platform that will provide to city governments across wide set of tools and knowledge networks.

new online platform will introduce city governments to resilience concepts, terminology and tools that contribute to three key issues central to sustainable development:
- Improving awareness among local governments of what is meant by resilience.
- Promoting the importance of sound urban planning and design to avoid the creation of new layers of risk.
- Focusing local authorities’ attention on how to do more with existing resources, whilst improving their knowledge of how to unlock new revenue streams.

This project will make a direct contribution to the urban-related goals of the post-2015 agreements on Sustainable Development, the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction, and Climate Change, by fostering the development of city-level strategies that are considerate of multiple shocks and stresses linked to the impacts from rapid unplanned urbanization, disasters, and rising level of global greenhouse gas emissions. It will further complement the CA JWP on the UN Conference on Housing and Sustainable Urban Development (Habitat III), taking place in Quito, Ecuador in October 2016.

Smart City Expo World Congress 2015

The Smart City Expo World Congress considered as one of the most important global meetings on urban innovation is gathering more than 200 companies and institutions.

In the fifth edition of the SCExW, CRPP is contributing to several events during the Congress, engaging city representatives and private sector companies interested in UN-Habitat’s work on urban resilience.

As agreed in previous editions UN-Habitat, through its City Resilience Profiling Programme (CRPP), has teamed up with the organizers of the Smart City Expo World Congress (SCExW) to ensure that a focus on resilience and sustainable human settlements is also included in this edition. In this regard CRPP will bring together parallel sessions on “How can we achieve more resilient and sustainable cities: How to build a livable, sustainable and resilient city? How can we bring into balance population growth and resources? Which measures have been taken to monitor and manage the critical infrastructure? And how will the infrastructures be paid for improve a city’s resilience? These are some of the issues that will emerge in the session from different backgrounds of the high-level forward. The consultation ended with a marketplace designed to connect key partners together to help shape these important initiatives.

Moreover, an interesting parallel session “Developing resilient cities”, to be moderated by Mr. Dan Lewis, Chief of the Risk Reduction and Resilience Unit within UN-Habitat, is scheduled for Tuesday, 17.

On Wednesday 18, a parallel session on Habitat III – Towards a New Urban Agenda, will have a slot to highlight the importance of the Conference on Housing and Sustainable Urban Development to take place in Quito, Ecuador, from 17 – 20 October 2016. Considered as one of the thematic meetings which are based on speed and relevant topics will issue thematic recommendations for the preparatory process towards Habitat III.

CRPP Overview

The CRPP is delivering the following four accomplishments:
1. Research on Operational Framework: An adaptable urban systems model suitable for all human settlements, developed to support actors and policy makers at all levels in their common pursuit of urban resilience.

2. Indexing and Profiling: A set of indicators, standards, and profiles to support cities for calibrating urban systems’ ability to withstand and recover from crisis.

3. Tools/Software Development: Software systems that produce city resilience profiles, from which Resilience Actions can be derived.

4. Normative Guidance: Global standards set for urban resilience at different levels from local policies based on the Resilience Action Plans to national policies including the states competences towards sustainable development standards.

Urban October refers to the ability of any urban system to withstand and recover quickly from shocks and stresses by creating systems and strategies that maintain continuity of services.

CRPP Events

- 2012
  - 1st Annual Sant Pau Conference
  - United Nations Climate Change Conference
  - United Nations 2030 Agenda
  - United Nations 2030 Agenda

- 2013
  - 1st Annual Meeting of Sant Pau Knowledge Centre
  - UN-Habitat opens CRPP Headquarters
  - UN Secretary General Climate Summit
  - Smart City Expo World Congress

- 2014
  - 25th UN-Habitat Governing Council
  - UN-Habitat signs Contribution Agreement
  - UN-Habitat signs Contribution Agreement

- 2015
  - 1st Annual Sant Pau Conference
  - United Nations Climate Change Conference
  - United Nations 2030 Agenda

- 2016
  - 1st Annual Sant Pau Conference
  - United Nations Climate Change Conference
  - United Nations 2030 Agenda

United Nations Seventieth Anniversary

This year the UN turns 70, the Charter of the United Nations signed on 1945 was finally international agreements are the organization. Over seven decades, agencies have worked to address the pressing issues of our time: upholding human rights, eliminating poverty, empowering all people, ensuring sustainable development, reducing disaster risk, draining climate change, and maintaining international peace and security.

Framed within the UN’s 70th Anniversary, CRPP – Urban Habitat, together with the other UN institutions located at Sant Pau Art Nouveau Site, organised on Friday, 23 October, a special event. The ceremony was opened by the Mayor of the Province of the United Nations Charter by civil society representatives, followed by Mr. Miguel Angel Moratinos, UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, presented by the nephew of the painter, Antonio Casals, with music from the five continents. The celebration came to an end with the illumination of the main facade of Sant Pau Art Nouveau Site with the UN logo.